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Bella Bathrooms stock new luxury bathroom suites to help home owners gain
a sense of luxury

Selecting the right bathroom suite can be a difficult task, especially when needing to create a
co-ordinated and stylish design. Bella Bathroom can help make this easy by introducing new
bathroom suite collections.

(PRWEB UK) 7 November 2012 -- The bathroom industry is rapidly increasing in size and a wider range of
companies are releasing new products with the latest design and technological upgrades to help improve
showering experience. Finding the appropriate items to match your own individual taste can be a different task
when needing to select key items such as baths, basins, furniture and accessories that all play a key part in the
final room presentation. Bella Bathrooms have recently upgraded their range of luxury bathroom suite
collections by introducing the Moods Range of items to create a sleek and stylish bathroom design.

With new ranges of bathroom collections, home owners gain the latest look within the market. Bella Bathrooms
therefore provide a great opportunity for consumers to upgrade a bathroom suite with either a modern or
traditional style allowing co-ordination with other décor around the house. Shop for bathrooms online at the
company website where a wide variety of bathroom collections can be viewed. Within these categories, key
individual items are then displayed allowing potential buyers to mix and match items. The main benefit of this
feature enables the ability to gain the exact look specifically in mind.

Within each bathroom collection, relevant items can be viewed all with unique styles, sizes and designs all
developing the level of luxury the room will gain. The ability to select items in different sizes enables home
owners to purchase products for any size room. The company even sell cloakroom collections for home owners
that have a low quantity of space. This collection contains smaller manufactured items that are capable of
freeing vital space in rooms that need it the most.

One of the most important areas Bella Bathrooms concentrate on within the bathroom suite collection category
is the range in colour and finishes. Sometimes home owners find the perfect design item yet disagree with its
choice of finish due to personal preference or problems with co-ordinating with other products. The company
aim to counter this by stocking as many variations of finish as possible. This includes both classic and
traditional styles plus new unique variants to create the ultimate sense of luxury.

About Bella Bathrooms:

Bella Bathrooms is one of the finest UK online bathroom retailers based in the North-East of England and offer
continuous great deals of bathroom refurbishments, shower, towel rail and radiator updates, stylish bathroom
furniture and various other key elements at prices that are guaranteed to be unsurpassable. The latest updates
continuously made have further improved the overall quality and they have set a high standard for things to
come in the future. The company also own a number of other e-commerce sites with their latest addition being
ibathroomsuites offering most bathroom suites with a next day delivery service.

Bella Bathrooms
Tel: 0844 8117 017
Available to contact from 9am – 5pm
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Contact Information
Richard Thompson
bellabathrooms.co.uk
http://www.bellabathrooms.co.uk/
0844 8117 017

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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